For the mean of a finite population, a bounded risk estimation problem is considered for both the situations Where the population variance mayor may not be known. In this context, three popular (equal probability) sampling strategies are considered. These are the analogues of (i) simple random sampling with replacement, mean per unit estimation, (ii) simple random sampling with replacement, mean per distinct unit estimation, and (iii) simple random sampling without replacement, mean per unit estimation. It is well known that in the conventional fixedsample size scheme, (iii) fares better than (ii) and (ii) better than (i). However, in the current context, the sample sizes are dictated by (possibly, degenerate) stopping times, and visualizing the cost (due to measurements/recording, etc.) as a function of the number of distinct units in the sample (as pertinent to schemes (i) and (ii»and identifying that in scheme (iii), the number of distinct units is equal to the sample size itself, we are able to show that the second strategy still fares better than the first, although the third strategy may not perform better than the second one. Actually, in the case of known population variance, it is shown that in the light of the number of distinct units, the ASN (average sample number) for the second strategy can never be greater than two plus the ASN for the third strategy and can never be less than the latter minus one. A similar relationship also holds in the case of unknown 2 population variance When we define the stopping rules in a coherent manner. Interestingly enough, this is quite contrary to our age-old belief that simple random sampling with replacement can never perform better than simple random sampling without replacement. Our theoretical results are backed up by numerical examples, too. Also, dominance of Strategy (ii) over (i) in a general sequential setup constitutes an important task of the current study. Finally, to reconcile Strategies (ii) and (iii) in a general sequential setup, the coherence of the associated stopping times has also been discussed thoroughly.
population variance When we define the stopping rules in a coherent manner. Interestingly enough, this is quite contrary to our age-old belief that simple random sampling with replacement can never perform better than simple random sampling without replacement. Our theoretical results are backed up by numerical examples, too. Also, dominance of Strategy (ii) over (i) in a general sequential setup constitutes an important task of the current study. Finally, to reconcile Strategies (ii) and (iii) in a general sequential setup, the coherence of the associated stopping times has also been discussed thoroughly. Also, for later use, we write -1 (= N(N-l) 0 2 ).
(1.2)
We are primarily interested in the estimation of Y (i.e., the finite population mean) with a bounded risk. In this problem, 0 2 mayor may not be known. Also, for this problem, we may consider the following sampling strategies (as extended to the sequential case, whenever needed):
(i) Simple random sampling with replacement (SRSWR), mean per unit estimation;
(ii) SRSWR, mean per distinct unit estimation;
(iii) Simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR), mean per unit estimation.
In the conventional fixed-sample case, a relative comparison of the above strategies is' well known [viz., Basu (1958), Raj and Khamis (1958) and Asok (1980) , among others]. The strategies are known to be progressively better. However, in the current context, the results seem to indicate that while the ordering Then, the simple mean per unit estimate of Y 5 between the analogues of the first and second strategies remains the same, the ordering between the analogues of the second and third strategies may change in some cases. This is contrary to the popular belief that SRSWOR always performs at least as good as, or better than, the SRSWR.
To set our analysis in the proper perspective, in a SRSWR, we denote the random variables and indexes associated with the successive drawings by (Yk,r k ), k~1, so that for each k(~1), r k takes on the values 1,.:.,N with equal probability Nl and
(based on a sample of size n) is given by (1.6)
Note that v l • 1 v is 1 in n, and
The mean per distinct unit (in the sample of size n) is given by
Note that y(v ) is also unbiased for Yand n U.8)
In SRSWOR, for n sample units, -' This is what we may call the bounded risk approach for the comparison of the different sampling strategies. It may be noted that generally E(T -y)2 involves the unknown 0 2 (or S2), n and, hence, we may need to consider suitably modified stopping rules which, of course, would generally make the analysis more complicated. This aspect will be studied in detail in Section 3.
An alternative approach to (1.13) would be to consider the risk
(1.14)
and to determine n in such a way that (1.14) is a~inimum.
Then, it seems quite plausible to compare these "minimum risks"
for the different strategies. Here also a "stopping rule"
approach is needed when 0 2 (or S2) is not known. We shall Note that by virtue of (1.7), fo~this strategy, we have First. we may note that [c.f., Asok (1980) ] Before we proceed to prove this theorem. we may note that (2.13) actually relates to the inequality:
. 2 -1 < E(V n *) -n** < 2, uniformly in A. W. Nand 0 .
Or, in other words. E(V n *) cannot be smaller than n** -1 (2.14)
and also it cannot exceed n** + 2. We shall show by some numerical examples that EV n * may be sometimes less than n**.
while it may also be greater than n**. The major implication of this theorem is that Strategy III may not always perform better than Strategy II; they are generally very "close" in their performance characteristics. In this context. we need the following.
(2.15)
Proof. Note that [viz., Chakrabarti (1965) , Korwar and Serfling (1970) , Pathak (1961) ]
On the other hand, by (1.7), n** -1 < Ev < n** + (l-N-1 n**)(2-N-1 ) < n** +2 (2.30) n* for every N, W, A, and S2. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D.
Remark 1: It may be noted that in the above analysis, choice of W is quite arbitrary and it is generally left to the experimenter. Two particular choices based on cost considerations may be suggested. -' = risk attained by the use of {SRSWOR(N,n**), Yn**} strategy.
For the competing strategy {SRSWR(N,n*), Y(v n *)} with the same bound W l to the risk, the expected sample size E(V n *) satisfies the inequality n** -1 n** < E(V n *) < n** + (1 -~)(2 -N ). prove a slightly improved version of (2.30), viz., n** -1 < E(V n *) < 1 + (1 -N-1 )n** < n** + 1.
Next, recall that B = 1 + W so that if B-1 is an integer, 1 + ex while -1 Thus, least Then, n** E(v *) > B = ex + s. at n -for small values of S, there is a possibility of E(V n *) being smaller than n**. This is indeed true in some cases as evidenced by Table 1. [ Table 1 goes approximately here.]
Remark 2:
-1 If W~0 so that B~N, ex becomes large and, hence, we can expect that for a wider range of S-va1ueA, E(v~) n" would be smaller than n**.
We conclude this section with some CODDllents on the "minimum y and, hence, noting that (1.9), and (2.8), Note that by (1.4), -2 --2 E(y(v ) -y)~E(Yn -y) , V n~1, n Ec(n) is the same for both Strategies I and II, we conclude that risk" approach. so that Strategy II fares better than I. To compare Strategies II and III, we note that if n** is the specific value of n for -' which p (y , Y) is a minimum, we have n n AS2(n**(~**+1» < c~AS2(n**(~**_1».
-' -2 1 1
On the other hand, inf Pn(Yn' y) = AS (n** -N) + cn**. where Ev n * need not be a (positive) integer, while n** is so.
Thus, whenever n** -1 < EV n * < n** + 1, but (A/c)~S is not an integer, the right-hand side of (2.D) may actually be smaller than for an arbitrary m. We choose m such that n** < E\I < n** + 1. Here, sand yare, respectively, the same as they were in (3.1). n Consider Y(T**) as the (sequential) estimator of Y.
In the case of 0 2 unknown, whichever strategy is adopted, the sample size is a random variable, and, consequently, the properties of the estimatQrs of Ymay change. As a matter of fact, it is not difficult to verify that none of the above Next, we come to the comparison of Strategy II' and III'.
Let us examine the two stopping rules T* and T** in (3.2) and (3.3). Recall that v « n) is a positive integer valued random n variable (in a SRSWR), while n in a SRSWOR is non-random.
However, using Hajek's (1964) rejective sampling (equal probability) scheme, we may equivalently reduce the SRSWOR to SRSWR with distinct units 1E n1 1 n1 n 1£ nO 1 n1 n
Therefore, by the Ra o -B1ackwe11 theorem, for any.convex loss L(a,b), This characterizes the m1n1.mUm risk property of the sequential y (\l ) for BO*-measurable M. 
